Vers Allusias Constitution
For country and dedication, We the people of Vers Allusia declare full independence from Earth
and any government. For a secure, robust, economical, and peaceful, nation among the
universe. To promote welfare and security for all citizens. We hereby by the people of Vers
Allusia create the Vers Allusia Constitution.
Article-1
Vers Allusia is governed by 3 governing bodies, the house of the third order, the house of the
second order, and the house of the first order. Each house has powers over Vers Allusia and
governs Vers Allusia government.
The 1st Order is the executive branch of Vers Allusia.
The 2nd Order is the supreme council of Vers Allusia.
The 3rd Order is the house of representatives of Vers Allusia.
The first order is controlled by the president, the president is elected into power for 5 years, its
powers are to create and execute orders, acts, and degrees from the supreme council, and the
house of representatives. The first order has power over the justice department.
The second order is controlled by the knights known as the supreme council who are elected by
the people of Vers Allusia each knight has a 12 year of power for up to 5 terms. Its powers to
create orders, acts, degrees, laws, and listen to the citizens of Vers Allusia regarding any
question and problem. The second order has access to the first order.
The third order is controlled by the people of Vers Allusia known as representatives each
elected every 8 years for up to 4 terms or more. Its powers to preside and represent all citizens
of Vers Allusia. To listen in order to understand citizens. To report everything they see as good
or bad to the second order. To promote science and technology. To promote full education to
every resident and citizen of Vers Allusia. To create orders, acts, and degrees for the first order.
Article-2
To promote safety, and justice.
For the insurance of all citizens, the creation of the justice department has been created for the
safety and welfare of all residents and citizens residing on Vers Allusia.
The Justice Department is divided by 3 sections the administration, the police, and the court
system each having power and control over their departments.
The administration department to administer and manage all the justice department.

The Police to promote peace, prevent any type of crime, to apprehend any person violating the
law. The laws as inscribe by the law documents.
The court system to charge an individual for its crime, to be processed and sent to a
correctional facility.
Article-3
Vers Allusia has power, authority and duties.
1. To coined its owned space money.
2. To have a space capitalist economy.
3. To create gateways and bridges in space.
4. To promote education.
5. To promote science and technology.
6. To promote space technology.
7. To intervene in Earth affairs and nations when necessary to protect its people from poor
decision making people and leaders.
8. To have access to space from Earth to Space and Space to Earth.
9. To terraform other celestial bodies like asteroids and planets.
10. To build, develop spaceships and large space habitats.
11. To have a space and air army, ground army, and sea army branches.
12. To establish a presence in known organizations and companies.
13. To be hostile against any enemy when necessary.
14. To have a postal service in space, earth and other celestial bodies.
15. To tax our people and companies fairly.
16. To establish allies in any celestial body.
17. To have welfare programs for our people.
18. To provide housing to all residents and citizens of Vers Allusia in space.
19. To have access to hospitals, emergency centers, and medical care on any planet, and our
spaceships.
20. To accept new people to our nation in anyway.
21. Citizens, and company employees are the frontier of Vers Allusia.
Article-4
As Vers grows over the years so will the constitution, any changes and additions will be done by
all the orders. First additions of the constitution cannot be change. Additions are activities,
bodies, duties, departments, and laws.
Signed by all orders, the establishment of the Vers Allusia Constitution on December 12, 2018.

